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Proper Stickers:
These make good, place-and forget stickers you can print on with your printer.
They key to making stickers is full page (8.5'' by 11'') shipping labels. These are cheap
and can be bought in packs of 25-100. Make sure you put as many designs on one sticker
sheet as possible, for maximum cost effectiveness. The more you can get for a smaller price, the better.
The more stickers per sheet, the better. Ten stickers per page on 100 pages of labels is a thousand stickers.
Do the math, more is worth it.

Adhesive spray:
Adhesive spray is the fastest glue that can be applied, and has similar qualities to
wheat-paste. It forms a sort of rubber layer around the poster, making it annoyingly hard to
get off. It’s also somewhat expensive. 3M, Locktite, or Elmer’s are good brands.
When applying spray adhesive, place the poster on the surface you plan to put it on,
back side up. Spray the back with the adhesive. Take the poster off the wall, and then spray
the empty area inside the over-spray from before. Place the poster down, and hit the edges
with adhesive. Soak the paper well. Be sure to wear gloves, it’s messy.

Priority Mail Label Stickers:
A nice cheap option to real stickers, but easy to remove. Good for mass use.
Where/how to obtain:
Getting your hands on these stickers is quite easy. Head down to your local Post
Office. Tell them that you are running some sort of business, and that your customers
recently have asked if you could ship via priority mail. Tell them that you need 20+ stickers as
you have a lot of orders coming in. Please be nice to the person behind the desk, you have
an image to maintain.
The usps website also will send these out for the cost of shipping, aka almost nothing .
Other things worth noting:
I recommend using big bulky fonts that can be distinguished from the active background. Figure out if
your printer flips the piece of paper when it goes through, we want to make sure we are printing on the
sticker and not on the wax-paper. When you know what way your stickers go in, open up the full print
dialog. Hit printer settings, and then tell the printer to expect a 3.5'' x 4.75'' sheet of paper. If your printer
decides to change the length of the page to its default, you are in the clear, so long as the width is not
changed.

Tacky glue:
First talked about on 8ch, tacky glue is a white glue usually used with cloth. Because it
was designed for serious wear and tear, tacky glue and its variants are very durable.
However, tacky glue is hard to use, it is thick and dries slowly.
Preparation/Usage:
Before being used, tacky glue should be mixed with warm water to make the glue
easier to apply. I personally recommend using 40% water with 60% glue, although this may
vary depending on which brand is being used.
Before applying the glue, find a paintbrush, a wide mouth canister, and a dowel rod to
work out the bubbles and to keep the edges down. First apply the glue to the back of the
poster, and then on the desired surface. Use the towel rod to work out any bubbles. Then
apply a small amount to the edges.
It is worth while to note that this glue solution does not dry clear. Keep this in mind
when putting up posters. The glue also takes a very long time to dry and cure, best used
over-night in low moisture environments.

WHEATPASTE: KING OF ADHESIVES
Notorious for being the nastiest glue in existence, wheat-paste is the way to go if you want
something to stay. This recipe, famed for the fact that it has to be chemically removed, was
provided by Skeleton Man.
Materials:
1⁄4 cup wheat flour
1 cup water
~2 tbsp sugar
Production:
1. Whisk ingredients together in a bowl until no clumps remain.
2. Transfer to a pot (preferably nonstick.)
3. Heat over medium-high heat, stirring constantly, until the mixture has a pudding-like
consistency, with no liquid left.
4. Take off heat, stir until smooth.
5. Transfer to container (use ball jars).
6. Refrigerate until ready to use.
Tools:
Paintbrush (faster than a roller with a paste as thick as this)
Latex/Nitrile gloves (do not let this get on you)
Wooden dowel (chamfer edges to avoid tearing paper, easier cleaning)
Plastic bags (you don't want to get wheat paste all over the inside of your pack, do
you?)
To apply:
Prep area liberally with wheat paste. Place poster on prepped area. Remove any creases
by hand. Press out any air pockets with dowel. Apply layer of wheat paste over poster
Press down edges and corners.

Wet to apply stickers:
Wet-to-apply stickers, sometimes called mail-glue stickers, functions essentially like
the seal on an envelope. To apply, the pre-dried glue must be moistened and then quickly
placed on the wall. Unlike traditional stickers there is a wait time for it to dry and harden
again, however this is made up for in the cure time. As soon as the glue hardens, it is “cured”
and becomes relatively hard to take off. When used correctly this can stick just as well as
wheatpaste, though the usual result will not be as good.
Materials:
Unflavored gelatine powder

Sugar and/or Corn Syrup
Vinegar (any type)
Poster
Production:
Making the glue
1. Take three tablespoons of Vinegar, and place them in a small plastic container.
2. Heat the Vinegar for 30 seconds in your microwave on high.
3. Quickly stir in the gelatine powder and one tsp of sugar/corn syrup, mixing until
completely dissolved.
Note: You will not need as much as you think you do. These three little tablespoons
will cover about 4 posters well. Do not underestimate this glue.
Applying the glue to the posters:
1. Take a paper towel, and fold it into a rounded point for blotting.
2. Dip the paper towel in the glue, and run it across the poster's back.
3. Wait for the glue to dry. If you need to cut your posters, do so after this step
To apply:
Use a wet paper towel or a spray bottle to get the back moist. Do not get it to wet or
the glue will be weak, there is a sweet-spot that only practice can hit.
Packing tape stickers + storage roll:
This is a very basic sticker design. It is extremely cheap, and the Toilet paper roll that
they are stored on makes it easy to quickly place a sticker and run. Please note that the
packing tape will be less sticky after you place them on the roll, but the speed at which
they can be placed is well worth the hassle. Also note that this can only be done with smaller
designs.

Home made mod-podge
There are many mod podge substitutes online, however they are not sufficient for our uses. Most recipes
involve diluting the glue solution with water. I have created a suitable mod podge substitute that can be
manufactured at a low cost.
Materials:
1 tbps water
2 tbps vinegar
2 tbps flour
1 tbps sugar
5 fl oz wood glue
Production:
1. Mix the vinegar, the flour, and the sugar together well. There should be no pockets of
dry powder in the substance. The substance will be thick.
2. Slowly stir in the water, keeping bubbles out. Mix well.
3. Empty your glue container into the substance, you may want to let it sit upside-down

for a while to get all the glue out. Mix well.
4. Store the substance in a good container. Jars work well, just make sure the mouth is
big enough that you can use a brush.
To apply:
Pour down some glue and dowse the spot you want the poster. Paint the poster in
glue, and stick it down. Now work the edges of the poster in glue. Slowly drive out any airbubbles that could harm the quality of the poster.
This is a good way to make mail glue stickers harder to take down. Apply it to the
edges of the piece, and allow to dry. This should be done after the sticker dries.

Home made tacky-glue
Tacky-glue is a substance generally used to patch cloth together quickly. Its qualities
are highly advantageous for postering, and the substance can be made at home.
Materials:
Unflavored gelatine (1 pouch)
4 tbsp water
1 tbsp vinegar
1 tsp glycerin
Production:
1. Mix 1 tbsp of water and 1 packet of gelatine powder in a bowl. Allow to sit for 5
minutes.
2. Boil 3 tbsp of water, mix glycerin and vinegar into a consistent solution.
3. Add gelatine mixture to glycerin and vinegar mixture. Immediately store in airtight
container, and allow the solution to reach room temperature.
To apply:
First apply the glue to the back of the poster, and then on the desired surface. Use a
towel rod to work out any bubbles. Then apply a small amount to the edges.
It is worth while to note that this glue solution does not dry clear. Keep this in mind
when putting up posters. The glue also takes a very long time to dry and cure, best used
over-night in low moisture environments.

